The "one-gene, one-protein" rule, coined by Beadle and Tatum, has been fundamental to molecular biology. The rule implies that the genetic complexity of an organism depends essentially on its gene number. The discovery, however, that alternative gene splicing and transcription are widespread phenomena dramatically altered our understanding of the genetic complexity of higher eukaryotic organisms; in these, a limited number of genes may potentially encode a much larger number of proteins. Here we investigate yet another phenomenon that may contribute to generate additional protein diversity. Indeed, by relying on both computational and experimental analysis, we estimate that at least 4%-5% of the tandem gene pairs in the human genome can be eventually transcribed into a single RNA sequence encoding a putative chimeric protein. While the functional significance of most of these chimeric transcripts remains to be determined, we provide strong evidence that this phenomenon does not correspond to mere technical artifacts and that it is a common mechanism with the potential of generating hundreds of additional proteins in the human genome.
[Supplemental material is available online at www.genome.org.]
It is now well established that the genetic complexity of an organism cannot be directly extrapolated from its gene number. Alternative splicing, for example, dramatically increases protein complexity. Extensive EST sequencing (for review, see Modrek and Lee 2002) and exon-junction microarrays (Johnson et al. 2003) have demonstrated that alternative splicing occurs in most human genes; thus the 20,000 to 25,000 genes currently estimated in the human genome (The International Human Genome Consortium 2004) may potentially encode a much larger number of different proteins. In addition to alternative splicing, other widespread mechanisms exist that contribute to genome complexity. These include RNA editing (Athanasiadis et al. 2004; Blow et al. 2004) , trans-splicing (Takahara et al. 2005) , alternative transcription start sites (Hashimoto et al. 2004) , and alternative polyadenylation transcription termination sites (Beaudoing and Gautheret 2001) .
Here we investigate another phenomenon that may also contribute to generate additional complexity in the genome. Several reports published within the last decade (for review, see Akiva et al. 2006 in this issue) describe a similar phenomenon: Two adjacent genes in the same orientation that are usually transcribed independently are occasionally transcribed into a single RNA sequence whose splicing product encodes a protein including coding exons from the two genes (see Supplemental Fig. 1 ). We refer here to this RNA product as a Transcription Induced Chimera or TIC, since we hypothesize that run-off transcription is the most likely mechanism involved in its generation (see Discussion) . TICs are different from polycistronic operons in prokaryotes, in which a single transcript translates into different proteins-but no chimeric proteins or independent transcripts are produced. Here we attempt to estimate the frequency of Transcription Induced Chimerism in the human genome and thus assess to what extent it could constitute an additional mechanism to generate protein diversity. Our estimation is based both on a genome-wide survey of existing EST sequences and on the systematic verification of de novo computational predictions of chimeric transcripts obtained in the regions selected within the ENCODE project (The ENCODE Project Consortium 2004). Results in the ENCODE regions suggest that at least 4% to 5% of the tandem genes in the human genome can be occasionally transcribed into a single RNA sequence with the potential of encoding a chimeric protein sequence.
Tags (ESTs) with the set of known human genes in the RefSeq database (see Fig. 1 ). The coordinates of 18,675 RefSeq transcripts were obtained from the University of California at Santa Cruz (UCSC) Browser. When several RefSeq transcripts overlapped, only the longest was considered. This resulted in 14,959 nonoverlapping genes, of which 7679 were identified as tandem pairs (pairs of adjacent genes encoded in the same orientation). We further considered only those pairs for which there was no evidence of an intervening gene from other gene collections (those in the UCSC browser tracks from the Vertebrate Genome Annotation database (VEGA; http://vega.sanger.ac.uk/) and "known genes"), bringing the number down to 6369 tandem pairs. The coordinates of the ESTs on the human genome sequence were also obtained from the UCSC Browser. Comparing ESTs with RefSeq coordinates we found that in 1288 of the above tandem pairs, at least one EST reached across the boundaries of the two genes in the pair. In 176 of these, the chimeric EST covered at least one coding exon from each of the tandem genes. Using the program Spidey, which takes into account consensus splice-site boundaries, these cases were further confirmed through realignment on the human genome sequence, and 127 cases remained that had an alignment >100 bp with at least 95% identity and one intron spliced out across the tandem genes (see Fig. 1 for a detailed flowchart of the entire protocol). This set included four of the 13 previously described TICs (see Akiva et al. 2006 ; Table 1) ; those involving the genes GALT (RefSeq id NM_000155) and IL11RA (NM_004512) (Magrangeas et al. 1998) , CYP2C18 (NM_000772) and CYP2C19 (NM_000769) (Zaphiropoulos 1999) , VPS72 (NM_005997) and TMOD4 (NM_013353) (Cox et al. 2001) , and PPAN (NM_020230) and P2RY11 (NM_002566) (Communi et al. 2001) . For the remaining nine published chimeras, there was either no RefSeq entry for at least one of the tandem genes, or there was no EST evidence of chimerism.
In several cases, the EST-supported TICs included additional exons encoded in the "intergenic" sequence between the two fused genes (26 out of 127, 21%), but the most common arrangement was the splicing from the penultimate exon in the upstream gene to the second exon in the downstream gene (32 out of 127, 27%)-perhaps as a means to escape the stop codon in the terminal exon of the upstream gene. See Akiva et al. (2006) for a more detailed discussion of the anatomy of TICs. In 45 additional cases, the chimera included the terminal exon of the upstream gene. Interestingly, in 23 of those cases, splicing internal to the coding fraction of the exon avoided the stop codon. On average, 419 bp from the upstream gene and 537 bp from the downstream gene are covered by the ESTs that support the TIC.
In 46 cases of the 127, the coding frame of the downstream gene was maintained across the chimeric junction. This is only marginally higher than the one-third expected by chance. The complete set of detected TICs is available at http://genome.imim. es/datasets/chimeras2005, and Table 1 lists some of the most interesting cases (see also Discussion).
The majority of the TICs supported by ESTs are supported by a single EST (90 out of 127). However, the number of supporting ESTs is not larger for the TICs corresponding to the four known as compared to the number of ESTs supporting the novel TICs. The four known chimeras are supported by just one EST. Therefore, low EST copy number may not reflect underlying artifacts but, rather, restricted expression patterns.
In this regard, we have experimentally investigated the physiological presence of a subset of the novel EST-supported TICs by RT-PCR on 12 different tissues (see Methods). Of the 46 cases in which the ORF was conserved, we tested the 32 cases in which the TIC did not include additional "intergenic" exons. Of these, 11 (34%) yielded specific amplification products in at least one tissue. The lower success rate in our case than in the experiments of Akiva et al. (2006) may be caused by the fact that we used oligo(dT) priming to generate the cDNA libraries (see Methods), while Akiva et al. (2006) used random priming in addition. Random primers are likely to be more effective in recovering longer mRNA sequences such as those produced by the chimeric transcripts. As expected, the positive verification rate was higher for those TICs supported by at least two ESTs (three out of seven, 43%), or three ESTs (three out of three, 100%). Most-but not all (12 out of 21)-of the EST-supported chimeras that failed RT-PCR verification were supported by ESTs from libraries not corresponding to the 12 tissues used in the RT-PCR experiments. Among the positive cases, the average number of tissues in which the TICs were expressed was 2.5, far below the seven to eight positive tissues out of 12 tested for known mammalian genes (Reymond et al. 2002b; Waterston et al. 2002) , but comparable to that obtained for novel human genes identified using the recently released chicken genome as reference (Castelo et al. 2005) .
A similar protocol was followed with the mouse genome, leading to similar results (see Supplemental material).
Identification of novel chimeric transcripts by experimental verification of computational predictions
The above genome-wide analysis suffers from the limitation that the RefSeq collection of genes-based on mRNA evidenceincludes only a fraction of all human genes. This leads to the misidentification of tandem genes, and to an underestimation of the frequency with which EST sequences are suggestive of tandem chimeras. Also contributing to the underestimation is the fact that we have used only one representative transcript from each set of overlapping transcripts. To address this limitation, we have performed a more detailed analysis in the 1% of the human genome targeted within the ENCODE project (The ENCODE Project Consortium 2004). The 44 regions selected within this project are being exhaustively scrutinized, and are rich in genes. For this analysis, in addition to transcripts in RefSeq, we also considered genes in the VEGA database and the "known genes" track on the UCSC Browser, the latter based on SWISS-PROT, TrEMBL, known mRNAs, and also RefSeq. A total of 992 unique coding sequences were identified from these gene sets in the ENCODE regions. Transcripts without complete ORFs, or with ORFs lacking a starting methinonine or a terminating stop codon were removed, leaving 594 transcripts. The comparison of this number with the 14,959 coding RefSeq transcripts on which our genome-wide analysis was based emphasizes the deeper transcript coverage available to us for the analysis of the ENCODE regions. These transcripts were clustered into 321 non-overlapping gene loci, in which 165 tandem gene pairs were identified. These were compared against ESTs, and after detailed inspection, six tandem pairs were found (3.6%), in which EST sequences maintaining the ORF linked coding exons from transcripts belonging to the two genes within the tandem. Only one of these chimeric transcripts had been previously discovered through our genome-wide analysis of RefSeq genes.
Because of the deeper transcript coverage of the ENCODE regions, we believe that this is a more realistic estimate of tandem chimeric transcription than that obtained in the genome-wide survey, based on RefSeq genes. However, since EST libraries capture only a fraction of the transcription and splicing diversity in the human genome (Kapranov et al. 2002; Johnson et al. 2003) , it is possible that the frequency of TICs provided here is still an underestimate. Therefore, to obtain an estimate that is less biased toward currently available transcript data, we have systematically tested tandem genes for potential chimerism by means of RT-PCR. We have proceeded in the following way: We extracted the genome sequence from the 5Ј-end of the upstream gene to the 3Ј-end of the downstream gene for each tandem pair, and then forced the program geneid (Parra et al. 2000) to predict a single complete gene along this sequence (see Methods). Predictions overlapping the coding exons of the two underlying tandem genes were obtained in 126 cases (out of 165), of which 92 were randomly selected for RT-PCR verification on RNAs from 24 human tissues (see Methods). In each of these cases, primer sequences were chosen from pairs of predicted internal exons, each predicted exon overlapping a real exon from each of the underlying tandem genes. Three of the 92 cases yielded positive results after RT-PCR and sequencing of the amplimer. Figure 2 shows these cases. Two of them corresponded to tandem chimeras already supported by ESTs-a number consistent with the rate of RT-PCR verification of EST-supported chimeras that we had previously observed-but the third one was novel. Altogether, we have evidence for seven chimeric transcripts out of 165 tandem pairs. The actual number of TICs could still be higher, because we have only tested about three-fourths of the TICs predicted computationally. In summary, our analysis indicates that between 4% and 5% of the tandem genes in the ENCODE regions could be encoding a chimeric protein.
Discussion
Our analysis suggests, therefore, that Transcription Induced Chimerism could contribute to generate additional protein complexity. Indeed, extrapolating the results from our analysis of the ENCODE regions to the entire human genome would imply the existence of hundreds of additional protein sequences generated by chimerism of tandem genes. Certainly, it is still unclear to Functional associations between chimera components or proteins within COGs were inferred from the STRING server (http://string.embl.de/) and from the KEGG metabolic pathways database. what extent the ENCODE regions are representative of the entire genome, and the numbers that we have obtained with this set may be too small to make the extrapolation statistically significant. On the other hand, however, our analysis of the ENCODE regions suffers from several limitations that are likely to result in an underestimation of Transcription Induced Chimerism. First, it is becoming increasingly evident that the EST sequences capture only a fraction of the transcript diversity of the human genome (Kapranov et al. 2002; Cheng et al. 2005) . Indeed, most TICs are supported by a single EST, indicating that they are rare events, and therefore likely to be under-represented in the current EST data sets. Assuming that the number of ESTs per TIC follows a Poisson distribution, we estimate that for at least 25% of the real TICs, EST support will not exist (see Supplemental material). Second, our approach to predict and validate chimeric transcripts faces the following limitations: (1) we relied on ab initio computational predictions, which are still inaccurate; (2) we verified by RT-PCR only a pair of exons from each predicted chimera; and (3) we used cDNAs from a limited set of tissues to test the transcription potential. Therefore, it cannot be ruled out that the fraction of tandem genes that produce TICs is much higher than 4% to 5%-a number that should be taken only as a lower bound estimate. Regarding the mechanism through which TICs are generated, we favor the hypothesis that they result from run-off transcription of the upstream gene, which then stops at the Transcription Termination Site of the downstream gene. This results in a chimeric transcript, which is subsequently spliced into a chimeric mRNA. This is, otherwise, the mechanism commonly postulated to explain the previously documented cases (see, e.g., Thomson et al. 2000; Pradet-Balade et al. 2002; Poulin et al. 2003; and Roginski et al. 2004 ). An alternative possibility, however, is that TICs result from trans-splicing between the separate pre-mRNAs of the tandem genes. Few instances, however, have been reported of trans-splicing in mammals, and they often involve pre-mRNAs of the same gene (homotypic transsplicing) (see Caudevilla et al. 1998; Takahara et al. 2005) . Moreover, TICs often include intervening exons encoded in the intergenic space defined by the tandem genes (21% of the cases in our study of the ESTs supporting chimeric RefSeq genes). In these cases at least, transsplicing appears as an unlikely mechanism. It can be argued that the tandem transcripts that we assume to correspond to two separate loci are actually alternative non-overlapping splice forms of a unique unrecognized larger locus, with alternative promoter and Transcription Termination Sites. In this interpretation, TICs would simply be additional splice forms of the loci. The issue here is whether the upstream gene has a legitimate transcription termination site, and the downstream gene has a legitimate promoter region. Asterisks mark positive amplimers. The tissues are (1) brain, (2) heart, (3) kidney, (4) spleen, (5) liver, (6) colon, (7) small intestine, (8) muscle, (9) lung, (10) stomach, (11) testis, and (12) placenta. Chimeras were tested in 12 additional tissues (not shown here).
This would imply the existence of two (non-overlapping) independently regulated transcripts-encoded, therefore, by two separate loci. While again we lack the detailed molecular studies to conclude irrefutably one way or the other, we contend that most of the available evidence suggests that the majority of TICs are created from two bona fide genes in tandem. First, RefSeq transcripts usually have a corresponding full-length cDNA clone. Such clones are obtained by reverse transcription of the messenger RNA by oligo(dT) priming-which targets poly(A) tails often associated with the transcription termination site. Also, in support of this, we have computed the number of 3Ј-ESTs that terminate at the terminal exon of the downstream gene of the chimera-encoding tandem pair. Of the 127 TICs detected from the EST analysis, 83 of them (65%) have at least one 3Ј-EST terminating at the last exon of the upstream gene (with an average of 45 3Ј-ESTs per gene terminating at the last exon). In comparison, only in 10 cases (8%), we have at least one 3Ј-EST terminating at the first exon of the downstream gene (with an average of 1.25 ESTs per gene). Such largely different numbers would not be expected if the two tandem genes were instead non-overlapping alternative splice forms of a unique larger loci. On the other hand, Trinklein et al. (2003 Trinklein et al. ( , 2004 ) (see http://genome.ucsc.edu/ encode for details), have investigated the activity levels of 643 promoter fragments predicted in the ENCODE regions based on high-throughput transient transfection luciferase reporter assays in a panel of 16 cell lines. In Table 2 , we report the values of the activity levels for the seven detected TICs in the ENCODE regions. (To control for variation in transcription efficiency, a plasmid expressing Renilla luciferase is used; activity levels are then reported as normalized and log 2 -transformed averages on the firefly luciferase/Renilla luciferase ratio. See the aforementioned references for details). These values are assumed to be indicative of promoter activity when they are greater than three standard deviation units above the mean of the negative controls for each cell type (in parentheses in Table 2 ). According to this criterion, five upstream and four downstream genes in the seven tandem chimeras detected in ENCODE show positive promoter activity. Such similar numbers would again not be expected if the downstream gene were a mere alternative splice form of a single larger loci.
It can also be argued that chimeric transcripts could be artifacts. However, the fact that EST-supported TICs are often independently verified by RT-PCR and that the TICs are spliced at canonical splice sites supports the argument against experimental artifacts. While we have not performed negative controls specific to this study, results from a previous study, where we attempted to prove expression of Conserved Noncoding Sequences (CNS) in human chromosome 21 (Dermitzakis et al. 2002) , indicate that our RT-PCR protocol is very specific: We obtained no positive amplifications out of a set of 89 tested pairs of CNS.
On these grounds, we believe, therefore, that TICs are not technical artifacts. The issue remains, however, of their functional relevance. The possibility exists of widespread stochastic transcription and splicing, which would not necessarily translate into functional protein synthesis. In this regard, specific antibodies against the chimeric protein could be designed to demonstrate translation. Such protein products, however, could also result from stochastic translation void of functional significance. The functional relevance of tandem chimeric transcripts could be established beyond doubt only through the observation of phenotypic alterations after tandem disruption.
Existing data do not strongly support general functionality for the TICs identified here. For instance, the frequency with which the ORF is conserved across the TIC is only marginally higher than expected by chance. On the other hand, we have investigated the fraction of human TICs for which we have EST evidence of conservation in mouse. Indeed, conservation of tandem chimerism between human and mouse would be strongly suggestive of functionality. We have mapped the human TICs into the mouse syntenic regions and searched for mouse ESTs supporting the homologous mouse TIC. We have found conserved TICs in mouse for five of the 46 EST-supported human TICs with conserved ORFs. However, given the low number of ESTs that usually support TICs, it cannot be ruled out that, despite the absence of supporting ESTs, other human TICs are also present in mouse.
In any case, we believe that at least for a few TICs, specific functionality is a plausible hypothesis. Indeed, several of the tandem chimeric transcripts found in our survey correspond to proteins that, when expressed separately, are known to interact physically with each other or to belong to common biochemical pathways (see Table 1 ). At least for this set of chimeric transcripts, an analogy can be made to known gene fusions that link functionally related genes (Snel et al. 2000) , in the sense that the chimeras with known or probable functional associations between their components are more likely to be functional (Enright et al. 1999; Marcotte et al. 1999) . The NME1-NME2 chimera, for instance, is predicted to produce a protein with two catalytic sites for phosphate transfer. The nucleotide diphosphate kinases (NDK) NME1 and NME2 form homodimers that complex into tetramers or hexamers (Janin et al. 2000) . Two NME modules within a single polypeptide might have functional implications in either of their two known activities, as enzymes that transfer phosphate to nucleosides, or as DNA-binding transcriptional regulators. NDK domains have been found fused to other domains (Sadek et al. 2001) . Another example is that of the chimera formed by the genes for histone 2A and histone 3B, which are part of the nucleosome core complex (Luger et al. 1997) . A composite protein with HIST1H2AI at its amino half and HIST1H3H at its carboxyl half may not disrupt the overall configuration relative to that of the histone octamer (Luger et al. 1997) , and from that perspective it would be a functionally plausible chimera. Histone 2A-like domains are involved in at least one more gene fusion with a non-histone C-terminal component (Pehrson and Fried 1992) . Additional chimeric transcripts involving fusions between functionally related genes include those of several duplicated genes coding for paralogs (ELA3A-ELA3B, BHMT-BHMT2, GIMAP2-GIMAP1) and also nonduplicated genes (ACAD10-ALDH2, PLCXD2-PHLDB2, . These chimeras are listed in Table 1 , and their potential functional significance is discussed in more detail in the Supplemental material.
Whether functionally relevant or the product of stochastic transcription and splicing, widespread Transcription Induced Chimerism-as well as other phenomena that are becoming better understood as we scrutinize the genome sequence with unprecedented detail-are revealing a genome of unexpected complexity.
Methods

Data sets
Most of the data sets used in our analysis were obtained from the Tandem chimeric transcripts in the ENCODE regions supported either by ESTs or RT-PCR of computational predictions, or both. Gene and Transcript identify the genes and transcripts involved in the TICs. Supporting ESTs are the ESTs supporting the TICs after our filtering protocol (see Methods). RT-PCR lists the tissues in which expression of the chimeric transcript has been detected in the RT-PCR experiment (see Fig. 2 ). Experimental validation of putative promoters by reporter assay is shown on the promoter activity column. The transcription start sites were predicted by assigning the 5Ј end of each gene model as the transcription start site supported by full-length cDNAs. Relative reporter activity was determined by comparing the firefly luciferase/Renilla luciferase ratios of reporter constructs in 16 different cell lines (see Trinklein et al. 2003 Trinklein et al. , 2004 . The highest firefly luciferase/Renilla luciferase ratios values are shown together with the mean and the standard deviation of the negative controls for the corresponding cell line. Promoter fragments with a significant reporter activity (exceeding three times the standard deviation of all control fragments) are marked with an asterisk. The firefly luciferase/Renilla luciferase ratios from the promoter regions and the negative controls were obtained from the UCSC Browser. 
Computational predictions of chimeric transcripts
The program geneid (Parra et al. 2000) was used to find ORFs in tandem chimeric ESTs, and to predict tandem chimeric proteins. For the latter, the genome sequence extending two tandem genes was given as input to geneid. If necessary, the sequence was reverse-complemented to guarantee that the tandem genes were encoded on the forward strand. While, by default, geneid predicts multiple genes in both strands, when used with the options -F and -W it predicts a single complete gene in the forward strand. We used geneid with these two options. In addition, geneid can use external information to guide the gene predictions (Blanco et al. 2003 ). Here we have chosen to provide to geneid the coordinates of the real coding exons of the underlying tandem genes as regions of similarity to existing proteins. This increases the likelihood of the underlying coding exons to be included in the final prediction, but it does not force their inclusion or prevent the inclusion of novel exons. Because the 3Ј-most exon of the upstream gene and the 5Ј-most exon of the downstream gene may be skipped in the chimeric transcript, they were not given to geneid.
Experimental transcript validation
Human cDNAs from 12 different tissues (brain, heart, kidney, spleen, liver, colon, small intestine, muscle, lung, stomach, testis, and placenta) were used to validate the chimeric transcripts supported by ESTs. Validation of the computational predicted chimeric transcripts was done using cDNAs from 24 tissues (the previous 12 tissues plus skin, peripheral blood cells, bone marrow, thymus, pancreas, mammary gland, prostate, fetal brain, fetal liver, fetal kidney, fetal heart, and fetal lung). The cDNAs were synthesized using 12 poly(A) + RNAs from Origene, eight from Clemente Associates/Quantum Magnetics, and four from BD Biosciences as described (Reymond et al. 2002a,b) . The relative amount of each cDNA was normalized by quantitative PCR using SybrGreen as intercalator and an ABI Prism 7700 Sequence Detection System. Putative tandem chimeric transcripts were assayed experimentally by RT-PCR as previously described (Reymond et al. 2002b; Guigó et al. 2003) . To experimentally verify computationally obtained tandem chimeric transcripts, the primer sequences were designed in pairs of predicted internal exons, each predicted exon overlapping a real exon from each of the underlying tandem genes. Whenever possible, the selected exons overlapped the exon preceding the 3Ј-most coding exon of the upstream gene, and the first exon after the 5Ј-most coding exon of the downstream gene. To confirm EST-supported chimeric transcripts, we designed primers in the 5Ј-most coding exon of the upstream gene and the 3Ј-most coding exon of the downstream gene overlapping the EST alignment.
Data availability
All primary data sets used in this study, as well as processed data sets, including computational predictions, the oligonucleotide primers, and the results of experimental verification are available at http://genome.imim.es/datasets/chimeras2005/.
